
Panasonic document scanners have the speed
and accuracy that education institutions demand.

Earn High Marks 
Managing Your Paperwork

Panasonic Workgroup Scanners
Education Document Solutions

Tests, homework, essays...are the number of 
documents you deal with increasing day by day? 
Panasonic scanners will quickly turn these 
documents into data and automatically organize 
them for you. Converting information into data 
saves the hassle of searching through paper 
documents, and makes it easy to share 
information via computers and e-mail. Reducing 
the number of paper documents also cuts 
storage space needs and saves natural 
resources. Let a Panasonic document scanner 
lighten your workload and help the environment.

Be More Productive While Going Green
The scanner's compact design lets you place it 
right in the reception area or on a desktop. That 
means you can put it right where you want to 
use it.

Space-Saving Installation

The scanner automatically detects which way 
the document is facing and corrects it after 
scanning. It can also automatically divide a 
document in half for scanning, to reduce time 
and work in image processing. It comes with 
software that simplifies complicated scanning 
processes, and greatly helps routine office 
chores like filing.

Intelligent and Efficient Scanning



Design and specifications are subject to change without notice.

Scanner/Education

Compact Panasonic scanners can be installed even in 
tight spaces. They enhance on-campus security by 
scanning visitor ID badges at reception desks, and can 
be linked to a database to verify visitor information. In 
addition to an ADF (Automatic Document Feeder) for 
scanning a large number of documents, the optional 
flatbed scanner can be used to scan books.

Panasonic document scanners automatically adjust 
their density to produce scanned data with accurate 
text even from documents with coloured or dense 
backgrounds, which are difficult to read with an OCR 
(Optical Character Reader). And the Multi Colour 
Dropout function generates data for an OMR (Optical 
Mark Reader) to score mark sheet tests more 
efficiently. This makes it much faster and easier to 
score large-scale examinations.

By scanning and saving documents as data, you can 
cut down on the need for storage space. You can 
archive tests and drawings before returning them to 
students, so you can track their improvement and 
discover problem areas. Saving documents in data 
form also makes it easier to find them when you need 
to retrieve them, and lets you share the information 
with others.

Any of up to three specific colour ranges on the document 
can be selected as a dropout colour.

Versatile and Easy to 
Install and Use

Intelligent Image Processing

Space-Saving Compactness

Multi Colour Dropout

Examination

Mark Sheet Test Form Image Data

Enjoy a New Level of Work Efficiency
Panasonic offers reliable, flexible education solutions.

Install in reception areas and
other small spaces.

Storing takes space and makes
retrieval difficult.

Data requires little space and
simplifies retrieval.

Flatbed scanning (optional).

Panasonic offers a complete suite of communications, office productivity and networking solutions.

Network Camera Business Telephone
System

IP Conferencing Phone High-Speed Scanner Electronic WhiteboardA4 Colour MultifunctionPlain Paper Laser Fax
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